Wildflower grassland mix to include a diverse species mix suitable for the site conditions to attract invertebrates. Mix to include hoary and hedge mustard seeding of the Brassicae and Umbelliferae family in the grassland or along the edge of the new stabling line if site conditions allow. Contractor to get approval of seed mix from Ecologist prior to seeding. Seeds must be of local provenance. It is the Contractor’s responsibility to determine the area available and ensure that the ground is prepared appropriately prior to seeding.

**Landscape Mitigation Plan Notes**

1. Do not scale any information from this drawing.
2. The drawing has been developed to meet the extent of landscape mitigation as per the NRW requirements.
3. Print in colour.
4. See drawing number 367590-MMD-48-XX-DR-C-0201 for additional planting areas.
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